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Discovery of graves delays Welfare drug testing
medical center expansion bill moves on to
Miss. Senate
By JESSI BALLARD
jaballar@go.olemiss.edu

COURTESY UMMC COMMUNICATIONS

The University of Mississippi Medical Center

By DREW JANSEN
ajjansen@go.olemiss.edu

University of Mississippi
Medical Center authorities discovered 1800 to 2000
graves last week where they
planned to build three different facilities on the UMMC
campus in Jackson.
The location south of University Drive included about
half of the total bodies found
and delayed the construction
of a parking garage by roughly six months. Architects relocated the garage and redesigned it to fit the new site.
The presence of 1,000 bodies north of University Drive
could delay the construction
of the Mississippi Children’s
Justice Center (MCJC) and
the American Cancer Society
Hope Lodge(ACSHL).
It will cost roughly 3000

OPINION:

dollars to excavate and rebury said.
each body. UMMC intends
MSU Associate Professor
to avoid disturbing the burial of Anthropology and Co-Disites as much as possible rath- rector of the University’s Iner than redepositing the bod- volvement at UMMC Nichies elsewhere.
olas Herrmann believes the
UMMC authorities suspect graves are most likely those of
the presence of graves in the asylum patients. He cites the
area is due to the former lo- quantity, uniformity, organication of the Mississippi State zation of the burials as indiInsane Asylum. UMMC hired cations that they constitute an
the Cobb Institute of Arche- asylum cemetery.
ology at Mississippi State UniAccording to Hermann, the
versity to test the areas in use UMMC property’s history inbefore beginning construc- cludes use in the siege of Jacktion. The asylum operated son by federal troops in 1863,
from 1855 to 1935. By 1930, as well as possibly a church
the asylum had increased its with an associated gravenumber of patients from 150 yard and a field for burying
to 2,649.
unknown or indigent indiAccording to UMMC rep- viduals. These past uses have
resentative Jack Majurak, culminated in three separate
UMMC has known of a pos- discoveries of burials undersible cemetery on site.
neath the campus.
“The surprise is really the
The Cobb Institute first
density and the number,” he See GRAVES, PAGE 4

‘The Pillowman’ is both realistic and terrifying

A bill that would require
Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families recipients to
undergo drug tests passed in
the Mississippi House of Representatives 74-46 last month.
The bill now moves to the Senate for debate.
House Public Health and
Welfare Committee Chairman Sam Mims, R-District 97,
sponsored the bill that would
require TANF recipients and
applicants to answer a questionnaire concerning potential
drug use to determine whether
or not testing is to be required.
If the results of the survey
indicate drug use, the applicant
would be required to participate in drug testing and outpatient treatment for two months
in order to gain or keep TANF
benefits. If the recipient fails a
drug test after the two-month
treatment, then the benefits
would be discontinued.
According to the 2013 annual report for the Mississippi
Department of Human Services, 0.1 percent of Lafayette
County residents receive TANF
benefits.
In the state as a whole, 0.67
percent of residents receive
TANF benefits. In 2013 the
MDHS received nearly 16,000
TANF applications, and 369
were approved.
TANF benefits are reported
to have fed 14,706 Mississippi
children in June 2013. As dependents, these children could
potentially lose funding that
helps to feed and clothe them.
Brad Lanier, senior international studies and Spanish
double major, initially liked the
idea of screening benefits re-

cipients, but he questions the
idea in application.
“The questionnaire process
seems a little suspicious to me,”
Lanier said. “Who decides
which responses merit a drug
test or not? Also, a two-month
program may not be long
enough to get some things out
of your system.”
David Noble, the state operations director for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program, TANF and child
support programs of the Mississippi Department of Human
Services, stated that his agency
supported the measure and cooperated with Rep. Mims.
The respective offices of Noble and Mims researched available tools and other state policies of similar programs.
“We want people in the
(TANF) program to grow to
be self-sufficient, so screening
for drug use and then testing
is a way to remove barriers for
people,” Noble said. “We can
offer assistance to help them
get job skills and become better
parents.”
In order to qualify for TANF,
an applicant must meet income
eligibility requirements and
have at least one dependent
child, and that child must be
deprived of at least one parent.
Noble admits the program
could affect children. The bill
does not specify what happens
to the children of a family if
the caretaker loses benefits due
to drug test failure.
“Kids could be removed from
their parents’ care, but that is
not our purpose,” Noble said.
“In order to remove them from
the home, a complaint would
have to be made to Child Services and then they would have
to investigate.”
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Column

An unjust criminal justice system

By Tim Abram

toabram@go.olemiss.edu

On Saturday, Michael Dunn
was found guilty of four out
of five charges regarding the
incident that resulted in the
death of Jordan Davis.
On the first count, first degree murder, the jury could
not reach a verdict. Michael
Dunn faces up to 75 years of
prison time for the crime he
committed, however, I am left
unsatisfied and honestly a bit
angry.
Once again, it seems as
though the life of a young
black male simply does not
T H E D A I LY

MISSISSIPPIAN
The University of
Mississippi
S. Gale Denley Student
Media Center
201 Bishop Hall
Main Number:
662.915.5503
Email: dmeditor@gmail.
com
Hours: Monday-Friday,
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

have as much value to the
American criminal justice
system. Similar to the trial of
George Zimmerman, the deceased victim was seemingly
on trial, instead of the murderer. The state prosecution
in both cases had to go to extraordinary measures in order
to validate the deceased as a
“victim.” It seems to me that
only black male victims have
to meet an extensive criterion
to receive any sympathy from
jurors. But before you dismiss
my thoughts as just a visceral, unsubstantiated diatribe
against the American criminal justice system, let me provide some quantitative data to
buttress my claim.
Since Dunn used the controversial “Stand Your Ground”
law as his defense, I will examine data that purports the

The Daily Mississippian is
published daily Monday
through Friday during the
academic year.
Contents do not represent
the official opinions of The
University of Mississippi
or The Daily Mississippian
unless specifically indicated.
Letters are welcome, but
may be edited for clarity,
space or libel.
ISSN 1077-8667

disparities of white-on-black shooter and a single victim,
crime versus black-on-black both of whom were strangcrime. (Parenthetical pause. ers to each other—narrowing
In my opinion, crime should the pool to about 5,000 homibest be described in terms of cides.”
proximity, rather than race.
One shortcoming of the reFor example, a white person ports was the fact that Roman
is more likely to be killed by did not compare the Stand
another white person, and the Your Ground states to those
same applies to other races of who do not have the laws.
people.)
Despite the shortcoming of
John Roman of the Urban the report, Roman “found
Institute’s Justice Policy Cen- that Stand Your Ground laws
ter released a study which tend to track the existing rafound that “the killings of cial disparities in homicide
black people by whites were convictions across the U.S.
more likely to be consid- — with one significant excepered justified than the kill- tion. Whites who kill blacks in
ings of white people by Stand Your Ground states are
blacks.”Roman utilized FBI far more likely to be found jusdata from 43,500 homicides tified in their killings. In nonfrom 2005 to 2009. Accord- Stand Your Ground states,
ing to an article on PBS, “He whites are 250 percent more
sifted out the only killings
in which there was a single See SYSTEM, PAGE 3

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no
longer than 300 words. Third party letters and those
bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld”
will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter
per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification and major. All submissions must be turned in at
least three days in advance of date of desired publication.
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Column

Your ‘friends’ might not make
the best candidates

By ADAM GANUCHEAU
dmeditor@gmail.com

What would you do with
$200,000 to disperse to student organizations? What would you do
with the power to make such monumental decisions that can mean
enough to get personal calls from
U.S. congressmen? How would
you like a job that includes sideline
passes to home and away sporting
events, rides on the university’s private jet and a faculty parking pass?
What about some waived tuition to
help pay for some of your classes?
Welcome to the everyday lives of
your ASB leaders — the same ones
you will be electing tomorrow.
You will have the opportunity to
choose between three candidates
running for ASB president and
two candidates running for ASB
attorney general (the other four
positions, vice president, treasurer,
judicial chair and secretary, are uncontested elections).
This will be the fourth consecutive ASB election I have been involved with, either as a journalist
or campaign volunteer. This year’s
presidential election is easily the
closest I’ve experienced in terms of
qualified candidates and campus
support, and the attorney general
race has its fair share of importance, too.
I’m about to be extremely blunt
and direct. Take it as you wish, but

please continue reading.
Stop being so damn ignorant and
take this election seriously. You hear
this all the time from a few people
on campus, and you laugh. You
read this in The DM each year, and
you toss it aside. The candidates
themselves will say this publicly but
then meet up with their fraternity
or sorority members at the bar and
buy your votes with shots.
If you really care about this university and your fellow students,
you shouldn’t cast your vote for
the candidate who is in the top
fraternity or sorority, the candidate
who offers the most appealing yet
impossible platform ideas or the
person who has the most attractive hair or looks the best on their
campaign flyers (I really have heard
both of those this past week). And
you sure shouldn’t cast your vote
for the candidate who has the funniest campaign video.
Remember the “Colonel Reb”
title controversy that was botched
by some members of the past two
ASB officer classes over a span of
two academic years? Elected ASB
officials were completely behind
that entire situation. Remember
the days when you could pick up
a free Scantron at the library? An
ASB official made that luxury disappear.
But it’s equally important to
think about the benefits the student
body and university receive from
the ASB.
The first-ever UM Creed Week,
a week focusing on the UM Creed,
was implemented by an ASB official this year. Multiple attempts
to get our professors to stop giving

SYSTEM,
continued from page 2
likely to be found justified in
killing a black person than a
white person who kills another white person; in Stand
Your Ground states that number jumps to 354 percent.”
The disparity is evident, but
Roman does state “the figures
do not prove bias.”
Despite all of the data,
some will remain clueless
about the assault that appears
to be taking place on young,
black males. In reading this, I
just ask that you understand
where my anger comes from.
I’m angry because now
when I wear hooded sweatshirt, I have to think about
how someone will perceive
me.
I’m angry because I have to
take into consideration that
someone may perceive me as
threat by the volume of my
music.
I’m angry that we live in a
society that has such negative
entrenched views of people
who look like me.
But, you know any “twoyear old child can throw a
fit.” I just hope that anger felt
by me and many others will
be channeled into a positive
manner.

us so much work the week before
finals have been passed through
ASB channels this year. Everybody’s Tent, a place for literally
anyone to tailgate before football
games, was started by a few ASB
officials this year.
The decisions these elected students make not only affect you, the
entire student body, but also affect
the university and its local, regional
and sometimes even national perceptions.
Do some research. Continue
reading this issue of The DM for
a bio for each candidate. We even
listed each Facebook and Twitter
campaign page so you can do some
digging of your own.
You are obviously entitled to vote
for whom you want. That’s one
of the many reasons The DM did
not officially endorse candidates
this year. But this election is so important for a university that goes
through more and more changes
each year. I don’t want leaders who
will consider their own personal
agendas before thinking about
what is best for me and the rest of
the student body. If you were truly
OK with that, I don’t think you
would have read this far into this
column.
Tim Abram is a senior public
Let’s elect candidates for their
values and ideas, not for their in- policy leadership major form Horn
volvement or physical appearance. Lake.
Let’s choose the candidates who
will help the university continue to
change for the better, not the ones
who hide behind support of organizations they are involved in.
It’s as simple as this: Make your
vote count tomorrow, and make
Ole Miss a better place.
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GRAVES,
continued from page 1
worked with UMMC in fall
2012 to excavate and examine 66 coffins uncovered during construction of University
Drive, the area between the
two plots containing the most
recent grave discoveries.
UMMC employees also unearthed and reburied 44 bodies while working on a new
steam line for a laundry facility roughly 20 years ago.
“History in Mississippi is
always right there in front of
you. It’s so tangible, and this
is a great example of history
intersecting with the modern
day,” Mazurak said.
Researchers from the Cobb
Institute discovered the most
recent burials using groundpenetrating radar, magnetometer measurements and exploratory trenches.
Junior economics major and
Jackson native Alex Ray expressed his appreciation for
Jacksons history.
“Findings such as these simply add more depth to the city.
We’re fortunate to have welleducated people preserving
the city’s history,” said Ray.
Graduate and undergraduate students from MSU have
worked on the excavation project on a volunteer basis. The
Cobb Institute has also hired
former students to help. Cobb
Institute Archeologist and CoDirector of the UMMC project Derek Anderson stated his
excitement concerning the
project.
“There aren’t that many opportunities for excavating human remains in general, and
considering the fact this is
only a couple hours away and
there’s good historic documentation, it’s been an amazing opportunity for them,” he
said.
UMMC has not yet signed a
construction contract for any
of the three facilities. UMMC
authorities are still discussing
whether they can construct the
MCJC or the AMSHL at the
original site without significant impact to the graves.

SPECIAL TO THE DM

Ole Miss attempts to provide healthier
campus dining options for students
By CECILY LANE
clane@go.olemiss.edu

In a recent effort to provide
healthier on-campus options for
students, Ole Miss Dining discontinued the pizza sticks served
at C-Stores in Crosby and Martin/Stockard. But the effort was
not well-received, as students
complained on Twitter about
the fried treats being replaced
with healthier options.
Ole Miss Dining rescinded
its decision to discontinue pizza
sticks along with the other deepfried menu options on Jan. 13
but took to Twitter to defend
its decision to renovate both CStore locations.
“Don’t worry Ole Miss!!! Our
pizza sticks are here to STAY!”
Ole Miss Dining tweeted, adding, “We are NOT getting rid
of our c-stores. They are all being renovated currently to POD
market just like minor halls
POD.”
The rumor that C-Store locations would be replaced by
P.O.D markets was started by
the Ole Miss Problems Twitter
account.
It is true that C-Stores are being renovated, but the renovations are mainly architectural
finishes. The Grille at C-Stores
will be renovated, adding a Papa
John’s station.
Freshman integrated marketing communications major
Ashlee Johnson said she believes
there should be a balance between healthier options and favored treats.
“I do think that there should
be healthier options on campus
to cut back on obesity rates and
promote student health, but at
the same time it’s nice to have
something greasy and yummy
to eat after a long night,” Johnson said.
The recent change is a part
of a nation-wide push toward
a greater variety of healthier
choices available at popular

CHRISTINA HUFF | The Daily Mississippian

Stephanie Hulme purchases items at the POD Market.

eateries. Ole Miss Dining uses
nation-wide marketing survey
data to determine what college
students want to eat on campus, while maintaing reasonable
menu items providing necessary
nutritional value. But these token meals aren’t always taken
advantage of, as higher-calorie
foods are most popular. According to Jason Philips, director of
Ole Miss Dining, the addition
of Panda Express to the Union
was a decision made based on
thousands of student survey
emails.
Ole Miss students are eating
up the new marketing templates
encouraging healthier eating.
Panda Express is offering
250-calorie-or-less servings as
apart of its WOK Smart menu,
a Freshii market is coming this
spring to the new Johnson Commons, and the newly renovated
Rebel Market at the Johnson
Commons provides healthier
options for students with glutenfree or vegan diets.
Panda Express’s WOK Smart
campaign isn’t the only caloric
content menu making its way
this year. Students can expect

to see Chick-fil-A launching a
“Grilled” menu offering every
item grilled instead of fried.
Burger Studio and Toss it Up offer students veggie-based ingredients and lower-calorie items.
Ole Miss Dining is currently
featuring a Healthy For Life
campaign providing “delicious,
nutritious, energized, fresh flavors.” Healthy For Life uses the
Campus Dish app to help students make better decisions by
showing them caloric intake and
nutritional information. The
Ole Miss Dining web page offers links to everyday nutrition
and wellness information and
news articles impacting all aspects of health.
Real Food Rebels is an oncampus group aimed at improving the quality of food available
for students. Sustainably produced, ecologically sound and
humanely raised options are
defined as “real food” for the
Rebels.
The group’s director, Emma
Willoughby, said she feels that
“there are healthy eating options
on this campus, but I think if we
want students to actually make

those healthier food choices, we
need to make it as convenient as
possible.”
Getting real food into campus
dining halls, engaging students
in food-based issues and working with Campus Dining to increase the power of healthy eating are only part of Real Food
Rebels’ mission. Working to
incorporate local and economically helpful foods into student
diets is a movement beyond
counting calories. Willoughby
hopes Real Food Rebels “can
help bring Ole Miss to the next
level by utilizing our purchasing
power and supporting more sustainable food options — choices
that are healthy in a much more
holistic way.”
Associated Student Body President Gregory Alston is hoping
“students will be excited about
the meal options that will be
coming to Ole Miss in the near
future.” Several areas on campus are expected to be under
construction in the next year. A
Starbucks is planned for Coulter
Hall; a Qdoba and McAlister’s
in the Union; and a new Subway on campus.
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ASB elections rely heavily on
social media

The School of
Applied Sciences
is seeking nominations for the

Thomas A. Crowe
Outstanding Faculty Award
This award recognizes a permanent
faculty who is full-time and actively engaged
in teaching, scholarship, and service and
whose accomplishments in one or more of
these areas are considered meritorious.
Letters of nomination will be accepted from
School of Applied Sciences students,
faculty, staff and alumni. The nomination
letter should be a maximum of two pages in
length and the narrative should describe the
nominee’s exceptional attributes.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION | The Daily Mississippian

Gregory Alston performs in his video “Gregory Alston has a Ritz clock” from last year’s campaign.

By allison slusher
thedmnews@gmail.com

Each year, Associated Student Body candidates stretch
their creativity to find the
most effective way to reach
students. Social media has become more prevalent in student elections as candidates
attempt to communicate with
their voters.
Each ASB presidential candidate has supporters who are
in charge of running various
social media accounts.
Senior integrated marketing
communications major Robert Heard is responsible for
the social media accounts for
presidential candidate Davis
Rogers’s campaign.
“Basically what I’m doing
is helping with brainstorming
different ideas that we can do
with graphics and different
tweets and things that go out
and basically trying to keep all
that together,” Heard said.
Heard said working on the
social media accounts is a
team effort. He said teamwork
is necessary in order to post
each update at a crucial time
during the day.
“I think it’s hugely about
timing,” Heard said. “That’s

the main part of the strategy.
You can put something any
time of the day on social media, and it will show up. If you
find the right time then you
get it out there when people
are going to see it, and they’re
going to share it.”
Freshman
international
studies major Alex Borst said
he also thinks social media
is a major component to the
campaign process. Borst manages the Facebook account for
presidential candidate Channing Lansdell.
“I think it’s probably one of
the bigger parts (of the campaign process),” Borst said. “I
know especially here we’ve got
posters all over campus about
different things. You get lost
looking at all of the different
things that are advertised, but
with Facebook you can invite
people, and you are forced to
look at it.”
Freshman social work major
Cole Putman is working with
presidential candidate Jessica
Brouckaert. He said social media is an important aspect of
the campaign because it gives
voters the opportunity to see
a personal side of the candidates.
“I think social media plays a
huge role in the way the can-

didate gets across to the voters,” Putman said. “I love it
because I get to portray Jessica
as who Jessica is personally —
not just her as a candidate.”
ASB President Gregory
Alston said social media
played a role in his campaign’s
success.
“Social media definitely
has a strong impact on campaigns,” Alston said. “I saw it
during my campaign last year.
Of course we used Facebook
and Twitter and Instagram,
but I did have a pretty popular
video. It got 12,000 views. It
was called Thrift Shop, so that
definitely helped out the campaign.”
As a senior, Heard said he
has seen social media become
a bigger component in the
campaigns each year.
“When I first came here,
Instagram wasn’t big,” Heard
said. “Twitter was just kind of
getting big. Facebook kind of
went out there. Now we’re focusing so much on social media because everyone is on it
it seems like, and everyone is
looking at it. If you can put
something out on social media
it’s really going to get to everyone. It’s a lot better than putting out fliers places and just
putting up a sign.”

Letters of nomination should be
submitted by March 3, 2014
to the following address:
Thomas A. Crowe Outstanding
Faculty Committee
The University of Mississippi
The School of Applied Sciences
Office of the Dean
P. O. Box 1848
University, Mississippi 38677
35999

Make the DM part of your
morning ritual
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PRESIDENT
Year: Junior
Major: Public policy leadership
Hometown: Ocean Springs, Mississippi
Current ASB position: Senior executive
assistant
Notable platform ideas: RebAlerts for
parking violations, golf carts for disabled
students to get to class, “Ole Miss Problems”
suggestion forum for students
Facebook: Jessica Brouckaert for ASB
President
Twitter: @Jessica4OleMiss

great relationships with many administrators,
and I understand the policy process here
at Ole Miss. I have researched each of my
platform goals thoroughly; I have a plan and I
am ready to hit the ground running if elected
ASB President.”

Year: Junior
Majors: Accountancy/Public policy leadership
Hometown: Nettleton, Mississippi
Current ASB position: Executive liaison
Notable platform ideas: Extend dorm
visitation hours to 2 a.m., expand campus wifi
to all parts of campus, refocus ASB programs on
inclusiveness
Facebook: Channing Lansdell for ASB President
Twitter: @CL4Pres

to-face interactions and making sure individuals
instead of generalized groups are represented to
the administration. As reflected in my platform,
my candidacy is about making sure all individual
voices are heard.”

Year: Junior
Majors: Physics/Biology
Hometown: Jackson, Mississippi
Current ASB position: Director of
Academic Affairs
Notable
platform
ideas:
“Rebel
Day,” a day to unite the campus and
its organizations, RebAlerts for parking
violations, revitalization of Rebel Ride
Facebook: Davis Rogers for ASB President
Twitter: @DRogersASBPres

our platform and our general theme, Rebels
Unite. People are having a positive response
with Rebel Day, RebAlert and Rebel Ride,
as well as uniting the Ole Miss family to
continue to push for the betterment of this
university.”

Jessica Brouckaert

Why do you believe you are the next
ASB President?
“I love this university and have a passion
for serving her students. I am the next ASB
President because I have the experience and
track record it takes to get the job done. I am
What sets you apart from the other two committed to serving this university and will
always be a student voice for a student vision.”
presidential candidates?
“I have the knowledge and experience to
accomplish all of my platform goals. I have

Channing Lansdell

Why do you believe you are the next ASB
President?
“My campaign goals, strategies and policies
revolve around actual student input and listening
to students all across campus. I have had the
What sets you apart from the other two opportunity to listen to real student issues and
to discuss solutions for them through the ASB.
presidential candidates?
“As an ASB Presidential candidate, I offer a Students really care about having their concerns
very unique, fresh perspective to the Associated relayed to the administration, and they are
Student Body. What sets me apart is my learning that I am the way to make sure that
continuous focus on student-to-student and face- happens.”

Why do you believe you are the next
ASB President?
“This election and our campaign has never
been about me. Our platform is about
uniting our Ole Miss family. I think people
What sets you apart from the other are ready to move forward and unite, and I
would be honored to work on this as the ASB
two presidential candidates?
“Jessica and Channing are great candidates President.”
and have great ideas. I think the biggest
thing that separates us is our approach with

Davis Rogers
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ATTORNEY GENERAL
Kelly Savage

Ryan Schmelz

Year: Sophomore
Major: Broadcast journalism
Hometown: Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida
Current ASB position: Senate public
relations chairman
Facebook: Kelly Savage for Attorney General
Twitter: @SavageforAG

What can the student body expect of you
if elected ASB Attorney General?
“The student body can expect to see current ASB
documents more easily accessible and readily
available through the ASB homepage and Union
office. I hope to create a FAQ page for election
roles and campaigning, and continually better our
ASB Constitution and Code to reflect an evolving
elections process and more friendly language for
those not directly involved in ASB.”

Year: Sophomore
Major: Broadcast journalism
Hometown: Cockeysville, Maryland
Current ASB position: Elections commission
chairman
Facebook: Ryan Schmelz for Attorney General
Twitter: @SchmelzforAG

What can the student body expect of you
if elected ASB Attorney General?
“They can expect an attorney general that is very
approachable and better promoted elections.
I expect to implement a homecoming king to
create more opportunity for our personality
elections and improve voter turnout, as well as
a Veterans Week to honor all the veterans who
have served the university. I also want to make
our information more available online.”

VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

Emerson George

Heather Neilson

Year: Junior
Majors: Political
Science/Business
Hometown:
Tallahassee, Florida
Current ASB
position: President
Pro Tempore
Facebook: Emerson
George for ASB
Vice President
Twitter:
@EmersonGforVP

Year: Sophomore
Majors: Nursing/
Integrated Marketing
Communications
Hometown: Oxford,
Mississippi
Current ASB
position: Director
of External Affairs
Facebook: Heather
Neilson for ASB Secretary
Twitter:
@Neilson4ASBsec

TREASURER

JUDICIAL CHAIR

Madison White

Jared Akers

Year: Junior
Major: Accounting
Hometown:
Tuscaloosa, Alabama
Current ASB
position: Interim
treasurer
Facebook:
Madison White for
ASB Treasurer

Year: Junior
Major: Biochemistry
Hometown: Brandon,
Mississippi
Current ASB position:
Judicial council member
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Garfield

By Jim davis

MADNESS
1 $499 1 $699
MEDIUM
1-TOPPING
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The fusco BroThers

ORDER ONLINE
WWW.DOMINOS.COM

OPEN LATE

LARGE
1-TOPPING

PICK UP OR
ORDER 2
FOR DELIVERY

236-3030

MINIMUM DELIVERY $7.99

By J.c. duffy
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TO APPLY or FOR MORE INFO
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email: danovak@olemiss.edu
visit: 201 Bishop Hall • call: 662.915.5503
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NewsWatch at 5 p.m.
Mon. - Fri. on Channel 99
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Sudoku #8
9 4 7 1
1 2 6 7
3 8 5 2
4 5 1 3
2 7 3 9
8 6 9 5
7 1 4 8
5 9 2 6
3 8 4

1

5 3 8 2 6
8 9 5 3 4
6 4 1 9 7
7 6 2 8 9
4 8 6 5 1
2 1 7 4 3
9 2 3 6 5
3 7 4 1 8
9 7 2
5

© 2013 KrazyDad.com
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5

8

SUPER TOUGH

4

6

3

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

• REQUIRED: knowledge of and experience in InDesign,
Photoshop and Illustrator
• An understanding of the fundamentals of graphic design and
what constitutes good AD design
• Ability to quickly produce effective and attractive advertising
and marketing materials
• Attention to detail, high degree of creativity and strong verbal
skills
• All SMC student employees must have a minimum 2.0 GPA
and be in good standing academically
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9 5
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Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.
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Position available immediately
Tuesdays 3-5 p.m.

Sudoku #7
1 3 9 8
2 4 6 9
8 5 7 2
9 1 3 4
7 8 5 1
6 2 4 5
3 9 1 7
4 7 2 6
6 8 3
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Puzzles by KrazyDad

KrazyDad's puzzle website is maintained with the help of your generous donations.
Give online at http://krazydad.com
Or by mail: Krazydad, P.O. Box 303 Sun Valley, CA 91353 USA
Thank you!
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Super-Tough Sudoku by KrazyDad, Volume 1, Book 7
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‘The Pillowman’ is both realistic and terrifying
By ASHTON DAWES
aedawes@go.olemiss.edu

“The Pillowman,” a production written by Martin
McDonagh, held its last performance at the Powerhouse
Community Arts Center Feb.
16. It opened Thursday night
and played three more times
over the course of the weekend.
“The Pillowman” tells the
story of a writer, Katurian,
who is jailed when children
in his town are killed in the
same manners as his work described. Although grotesque
and sad, the most terrifying
aspect of the play is how realistic it is.
“The play is not about solving the crimes,” director Dave
Hanson said. “It is about
placing blame. The play really
mirrors our own world.”
Despite the show being set
in an alternative universe, the
play’s themes of good versus
evil and violence are not so
farfetched after all.
“We pretend these types of
things don’t exist,” Hanson
said when asked about what
drew him to the script. “This
is real life where hero and
villain aren’t easy to distinguish.”
Zachary Duane, who played
the detective Tupolski in the
show, agreed with his director, stating that the lines between who is responsible and
who should take the blame are
nearly impossible to find.
“The writer is and is not
responsible for what the characters in the play do,” Duane
said. “He didn’t ask for anyone to be murdered, but he
wrote how to in his stories.”
Duane further emphasized
that the dark turns of the play
resonate with the audience

and leave them questioning
right and wrong.
“This show is brilliant,”
Duane declared. “I’d love to
work with it again sometime.”
David Mckell, the actor who
portrayed Katurian’s mentally
challenged brother Michal,
thought the audience really
brought the play to its full potential.
“This is such an intense
show,” he said. “We need an
audience to share that intensity with us.”
Of course, such a story
could only be told with the
talent of the actors. Director
Hansen expressed his pride in
the actors’ accomplishment,
stating that they were willing
to discuss with him how best
to bring this difficult script to
life.
“As a director, I want to hire
the best people I can and get
out of their way,” Hansen explained. “It is the actors who
involve the audience and lure
them in to the story.”
For this reason, the play was
set on a small stage so that the
actors and audience were only
a few feet apart. The audience
could feel as if they were inside the jail with Katurian the
writer.
“The audience almost took
on a role in the show,” Hanson said when asked about his
decision to allow the audience
so close to the stage. “This
way they could experience a
piece of real life, not just a
play.”
As a director, Hanson said
words of thanks for the opportunity provided by McDonagh’s play, and said he
put out his best for this show
so he can let the final curtain
fall without any regrets.
“This isn’t a goodbye,”
Hansen clarified. “I look for-

ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian

Actors perform during “The Pillowman” at the Powerhouse Community Arts Center Sunday.

ward to working with this
playwright again, so this is an
‘until next time.’”

RC South Photo Contest
• Decorate the RC South
•Winning photos displayed
in a 24x36 format
•Juror’s Award!
Deadline: February 19
at 5 PM
Rules & Submission guidelines @ sites.google.com/site/
rcolemiss/home/photo-contest

Today’s
Hottest

&

38221

ASB Officer

Latest “Stand for Those Who Can’t”
Music February
12Noon to

22

nd 12Midnight

Elections
President • Vice President • Secretary
Treasurer • Attorney General
Judicial Chair

*Remember to Vote

TOMORROW!*

Jackson Avenue Center
Register at Rebelthon.org
Benefitting Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital

36764
36758
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OLE MISS SPORTS INFORMATION

Softball wins two of five at weekend tournament
FRIDAY: FORDHAM 4,
OLE MISS 3
CHARLESTON, S.C. – Ole
Miss outhit Fordham on Friday morning at Patriot Point
in Charleston, S.C., but could
not bring enough base runners
around and fell to the Rams
4-3 in the opening game of the
College of Charleston Classic.
“Our pitching can’t give up
free base runners. We can’t
walk and hit people because
they usually tend to score if
we do that,” Ole Miss softball
head coach Windy Thees said.
“Every now and then a good
hitter is going to win. That’s
just going to happen. We need
to make sure we keep the extra people off the bases. If we
do that, we’re going to be a lot
more successful.”
FRIDAY: OLE MISS 6,
KANSAS 2
CHARLESTON, S.C. – Behind 4.2 scoreless relief innings
from senior pitcher Shelby Jo
Fenter and four RBI from senior first baseman Londen
Ladner, Ole Miss topped Kansas 6-2 on Friday at the College of Charleston Classic in
Charleston, S.C.
“The win was really big for
us,” Fenter said. “It gives us
some momentum that we really needed. We’re coming off
some tough losses and that was

the pick-me-up we all needed.”
SATURDAY: DEPAUL 3,
OLE MISS 0
CHARLESTON, S.C. –
Playing under sunny skies and
blustery winds at Patriots Point
in Charleston, S.C., on Saturday, the Ole Miss softball team
dropped a 3-0 decision to the
DePaul Blue Demons.
Senior outfielder RT Cantillo extended her hitting streak
to seven games, and junior
third baseman Allison Brown
went 2-3, her first multi-hit
game of the season, but Ole
Miss (3-5) left seven runners
on base and faced a strong performance from DePaul pitcher
Kirsten Verdun.
“We faced a very good
pitcher who mixed it up on
us today,” Ole Miss head
coach Windy Thees said. “We
couldn’t get the sweet spot on
the ball, so we have to come
out this afternoon and just hit
and score more runs. That’s
the difference right now for
us.”
SATURDAY: OLE MISS
16, WESTERN CAROLINA
4
CHARLESTON, S.C. – Behind a season-high 17 hits and
16 runs, the Ole Miss softball
team throttled Western Carolina 16-4 on Saturday evening
at Patriots Point in Charleston,

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
Apartment for Rent
Apartment for Rent Oxford MS,
close to Ole Miss, sublet; “The Connection” apartments, 2 bed, $554 + electric,
(601)572-0883
Large 2 bedroom/ 2.5 bath townhouse with W/ D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet. $500 security deposit. Call (662)234-0000
Two bdrm, two bath at The Mark.
Ceramic and hardwood floors. Includes
major appliances, water, internet, and
TV cable. $895/ month. (662)456-6226
DelaVine II Apart & Office 1 Br/
Ba apartment, $825/ mo. Office space
also available. Call 662-7108889.
Tired of roommates 1 bedroom
1 bath with study 2950 S. Lamar.
Single Student Occupancy only. Available May, June or August $435 month
(662)832-0117
1 bedroom, 1.5 bath apartment on
the corner of Anderson and Anchorage
across from The Hub. All appliances
included. $590/month. Available now.
(662)607-2400

2 Bedroom, 1.5 Bath apartment on
Davis Dr. behind CVS pharmacy. All appliances included. $650/month. Available now. (662)607-2400

House for Rent
3 bed Pet Friendly

Saddle Crk/ Shiloh/ Willow Oaks
$1050mo/$350pp. New Paint/ trim/
carpet-Close to Campus/ fenced yards.
Pics // FriendUs @facebook.com/ oxford.rentals1 (843)338-1436
BEST location in oxford! 3 BR/2
BA House, 1 block from the Square and
2 blocks from Campus. $2250/ month
call 662-816-0268 for more info.
nice 3 bdr 2.5bath in Eagle Point.
2 car garage, fenced in back yard,
gas fire place, many amenities. Mature Students. Available August $1200.
662-832-0117.

Condo for Rent

FILE PHOTO | The Daily Mississippian

Marina Parra hits the ball during a game last season.

S.C. Ole Miss’ 16 runs scored
was its highest total since Feb.
27, 2013 when it defeated Arkansas-Pine Bluff 16-0.
“It was really great to see our
kids loosen up,” Ole Miss head
coach Windy Thees said. “We
got a lead and started to catch
fire and we rode the wave. Everybody started to get looser
and looser and got hits after
that.”
Junior third baseman Allison
Brown tied two Ole Miss sin-

gle-game records with four hits
(4-4) and four runs scored, and
senior first baseman Londen
Ladner had a career-high five
RBI in the game. Brown, sophomore shortstop Haley Culley,
senior second baseman Marina Parra and freshman left
fielder Miranda Strother each
had two RBI in the game.
SUNDAY: COLLEGE OF
CHARLESTON 2, OLE
MISS 0
CHARLESTON, S.C. –

HIGH POINTE-Fully
furnished

3BD/3BTH Great condition. Gated w/
Pool--Available JAN 1ST (or start of
2nd Semester)-$1200mo. (mcilravy4@
gmail.com) (757)560-6281
CONDOS FOR RENT INTERNET AND
CABLE INCLUDED. CONTACT WILL
GUEST AT OXFORD PROPERTY
GROUP (662)832-3987
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY Three
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath townhome, all appliances including washer/dryer, private
fenced backyard, patio, three parking
spots directly in front of condo. $1100
per month. call (662)816-4715
Spacious 2 bedroom 2.5 bath
1.3 miles to campus. Major appliances,
water/ sanitation included. Ceramic and
carpet floors, gas fire place, 2 car carport, $830 month (662)832-0117

Weekend Rental
weekend rentals Coming to Oxford for a weekend? Check with Kay before you call a hotel! www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

Announcements
Were looking for leaders who
would like to pursue their goals this
year in a global market! Over 30 countries and growing. Who do you buy your
lattes and mochas from? What about
green, red, black teas? Where do you
get your hot chocolate from? Energetic
Coffee & Teas! We want your business!
Free samples 800-733-6945.

Miscellaneous
PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Testing, Limited Ultrasounds,
Facts, Options, and Support. No insurance required. Free and Confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.com (662)2344414

36676

The Ole Miss bats couldn’t
get on track Sunday afternoon
against the College of Charleston in Charleston, S.C., and
the Rebel softball team fell 2-0
to the home-standing Cougars
to close out play at the College
of Charleston Classic.
Ole Miss will play again
Tuesday in a doubleheader
against Southern Miss in
Hattiesburg. The Rebels and
Golden Eagles split last year’s
doubleheader in Oxford.
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continued from page 12
13-0 run midway through the
second half that gave Georgia its first lead since early in
the game. Mann had 17 points
for Georgia (14-10, 8-4 SEC),
which took its fourth straight
win.
Following a win at Mississippi
State on Wednesday night, a
winter storm in Georgia forced
the team to spend an extra
night in Starkville, Miss., where
they had their first practice for
the Ole Miss game.
“We’re starting to toughen
up,” said Georgia coach Mark
Fox. “We’ve got some toughness
about us, which allowed us to
get through some adversity on
the road and which allowed us
to get through some adversity
today.”
Ole Miss (16-9, 7-5) has lost
two straight, both on the road.
The Rebels committed only
three turnovers but were hurt
by making only 16 of 26 free
throws, despite Henderson
making each of his seven attempts.
Henderson made five 3-pointers, including four in the first
half, and led the Rebels with 24
points. In a change of strategy,
Henderson didn’t start, though
he still played 15 minutes in the
first half.
“I was just trying to change
his mojo,” Kennedy said. “He is
shooting ... less than 25 percent
in the first half on the road.
That’s not a winning formula.
Just trying to find a winning formula.”
Henderson, a senior, leads
the SEC and ranks third in the
nation with his average of 4.43
3-pointers per game.
With Gaines chasing him all
over the floor, Henderson made
only one of five 3s in the second
half.
Ole Miss led 26-15 in the
first half and 40-37 before a
four-point play by Gaines gave
Georgia its first lead since 7-6
and started the run of 13 unanswered points. Gaines added
another 3-pointer and two free
throws as Georgia took a 50-40
lead.
Ole Miss began its comeback
after Georgia took its big lead
at 53-42. Henderson, fouled on
a 3-point attempt, made three
free throws to cut the lead to
54-52. A jam by Anthony Perez
tied the game at 54-all, but Perez was called for a technical foul
for hanging on the rim. Gaines
made one of two free throws to
give Georgia a 55-54 lead.
Following an offensive foul
on Georgia’s Marcus Thornton, Henderson made two free
throws to give the Rebels the
lead. Summers, who had 11
points, added one free throw
before Georgia’s Nemanja
Djurisic scored on a baseline
drive for a 57-57 tie.
Thornton had seven points
and 11 rebounds and Mann had
eight rebounds. Georgia took a
49-34 advantage in rebounds.
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Diamond Rebs start season with road sweep
FRIDAY: OLE MISS 7,
STETSON 0
DELAND, Fla. – The Rebels
came out and turned in an allaround solid performance on
opening night Friday, combining
an opportunistic offense with a
lock-down pitching performance
as Ole Miss (1-0) shutout Stetson
(0-1) by a score of 7-0.
Chris Ellis (1-0) picked up the win
in his first Friday night start for the
Rebels, working 6.0 scoreless innings, allowing four hits with two
walks and four strikeouts. Wyatt
Short also turned in a solid outing,
working 2.0 scoreless innings without allowing a hit and striking out
four batters.
Hawtin Buchanan then closed
things out, working a scoreless
ninth inning to preserve the shutout for the Rebels.
Kurt Schluter (0-1) suffered the
loss for the Hatters, allowing six
runs on five hits with three walks
and two strikeouts in 2.2 innings
of work. Only two of the six runs
were earned as the Rebels took
advantage of miscues to break the
game open early.
Auston Bousfield paced the Rebels offensively, going 3-for-3 with a
run scored and a walk as the Rebels tallied nine hits on the night in
an opportunistic offensive performance.
“I’m proud of the way we played
on opening night on the road,”
said Ole Miss head coach Mike
Bianco. “We really played well in
all three phases of the game. Chris
(Ellis) was just dominant tonight,
as were all of our pitchers. Wyatt
(Short) came in and pitched really
well for his first collegiate outing.
Auston (Bousfield) really got us
going offensively and we got some
big two-out RBI hits. That’s what
you have to do to win.”
SATURDAY: OLE MISS 11,
STETSON 1
DELAND, Fla. - For the second straight day the Rebels’ bats
came alive early and the pitching

staff turned in another dominant
performance as Ole Miss (2-0) defeated Stetson (0-2) by a score of
11-1 to claim the weekend series
and set up the chance for a sweep
on Sunday.
Christian Trent (1-0) led another
solid outing by Rebel pitchers,
working 6.0 innings and allowing one run on three hits with six
strikeouts. Trent did not walk a
batter and worked a perfect 3.2 innings before Stetson would get its
first base runner of the game with
a hit batter.
Austin Perez (0-1) suffered the
loss for the Hatters, allowing five
runs on nine hits with two walks
and three strikeouts in 4.2 innings
of work. Four of the five runs were
earned against Perez.
Austin Anderson led the Rebels
at the plate, going 4-for-6 with
three runs scored on the afternoon
as the Ole Miss offense pounded
out 11 runs on 18 hits. Fellow senior Will Allen went 2-for-3 with
five RBI and a run scored while
adding a walk.
“Christian Trent was really good
for us today,” said Ole Miss head
coach Mike Bianco. “All three of
his pitches were working and he
was throwing a lot of early strikes.
He really kept them off balance.
I’m proud of him for his first outing.
“We had a lot of guys on the
field today making their first outings and that first time can be
difficult whether you’re a junior
college transfer or a freshman,”
Bianco said. “Instead of playing
differently, they just went out and
made plays and were terrific. Our
depth really showed tonight with
so many guys able to come in and
make plays and hits and pitches no
matter the situation.”
SUNDAY: OLE MISS 8,
STETSON 2
DELAND, Fla. – Preston Overbey hit a pair of home runs, while
Sam Smith anchored another
solid outing from the Rebels pitch-

FILE PHOTO (THOMAS GRANING) | The Daily Mississippian

Preston Overby fields the ball during a game last season.

ing staff as Ole Miss (3-0) defeated
Stetson (0-3) by a score of 8-2 to
pick up a sweep of the weekend
series.
Will Allen continued his hot
streak at the plate, going 3-for-4
with a two-run home run and four
RBI to help pace the Ole Miss offense in the sweep-clinching win.
Smith (1-0) worked 5.0 scoreless
innings, allowing two hits with
three walks and two strikeouts in
the start. Three other pitchers saw
action for the Rebels with Matt
Denny, Cheyne Bickel and Aaron
Greenwood all taking the mound
down the stretch to close things
out.
Josh Powers (0-1) took the loss
for Stetson, giving up three runs
on nine hits with three strikeouts.

Two of the three runs were earned
against Powers in his 5.0 innings
of work.
“This was a great weekend for us
to start the season,” said Ole Miss
head coach Mike Bianco. “We
didn’t play as cleanly today, but
sometimes you won’t play well and
still have to find a way to win. We
weren’t as efficiently offensively,
but we were aggressive and that
happens sometimes.
“We challenged our pitchers today with some errors and more
walks than we’re used to, but we
made some big pitches to get out
of some jams,” Bianco said. “We’ll
be glad to get home to Swayze
Field and play some home games
for a while.”
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ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ole Miss drops another heartbreaker in closing seconds
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) — Kenny Gaines kept Georgia close
by matching Marshall Henderson’s five 3-pointers.
Still, with the game tied and
only 1.5 seconds remaining,
third place in the Southeastern Conference was riding on
Charles Mann’s free throws,
and the Georgia sophomore
said his confidence never wavered, even after he missed his
first attempt.
Gaines scored 21 points and
Mann hit the go-ahead free
throw to lift Georgia past Mississippi 61-60 on Saturday,
leaving the Bulldogs alone in
third place in the SEC.
“I knew I was going to make
it,” Mann said. “I had a lot of
confidence.”
After a three-point play by
Jarvis Summers of Ole Miss
tied the game at 60-all, Mann
dribbled away most of the final
30 seconds before driving and
cutting, drawing a foul from
Ole Miss freshman Dwight
Coleby. Overtime was a possibility after Mann missed the
first free throw.
“I just wanted to stay composed,” Mann said. “I just
kept on believing and knocked

AJ Reynolds | Athens Banner-Herald, via AP

Georgia forward Marcus Thornton grabs a loose ball while forward Nemanja Djurisic (42) and Ole Miss center Dwight Coleby and forward Anthony Perez (13) watch during Saturday’s game.

down the second one.”
The Rebels couldn’t complete a desperation full-court
pass as the game ended.
Ole Miss head coach Andy

Kennedy said “inexperience
at the end” hurt his team, with
Coleby, a 6-foot-9 freshman,
unable to avoid the foul against
Mann, the quicker guard.

“I put him in for one reason,
because he was rebounding,”
said Kennedy of Coleby, who
made his first career start. “...
Mann, a veteran player, shot-

fakes and leans in and made it
happen.”
Gaines had nine points in a
See DROPS, PAGE 11
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